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First furrow plowed at IPM Media Day 

Finch -- It was shorter than regulation, a bit lacking in the curl but straight as an arrow. The first furrow 
was plowed at the site of the 2015 Stormont Dundas Glengarry International Plowing Match and Rural 
Expo (IPM) on Wednesday at a pre-match Media Day. 

The traditional first furrow was plowed by Nelson Zandbergen, editor of Eastern Ontario AgriNews and 
the Chesterville Record. The opportunity to plow the first furrow was determined by a draw from 
members of the media who attended the event with IPM sponsors, organizers and elected officials. 

Media Day, led by the Public Relations Committee in partnership with the Ontario Plowmen’s 
Association, and with the support of many volunteers, was an opportunity for the media to tour the 
grounds ahead of the official IPM opening almost a week away.  

The IPM takes place from September 22-26 on Concession 3-4 Road, Finch and is expected to attract 
s of thousands of visitors to the area. 

Media day was also an opportunity to thank the organizers and sponsors. Events like the IPM would not 
happen without the teamwork of hundreds of volunteers. 

“This would never happen without the volunteers and the sponsors,” IPM Chair Jim Brownell said, of the 
many hours of work and planning over several years to host the largest outdoor show of its kind in 
North America, “It is up to you, the media, to help get the word out to the community”. 

Following the event Brownell who still has vivid memories of attending the 1958 match as a small boy 
said “In this, our third IPM, look how far we’ve come.”  

The first IPM in Eastern Ontario was held north of Cornwall in 1936 and again in 1958 near Crysler and 
all have been a showcase not just of the region but of the newest technology and innovation in 
agriculture and agrifood.   

“Today I’m proud to be from SDG,” said Eric Duncan, Warden of Stormont Dundas Glengarry and Mayor 
of North Dundas. “I’m not over stating. This is the largest and most important event in the history of the 
counties.” 

Glenda Eden  
Volunteer, Media/Marketing Committee  
2015 Stormont Dundas Glengarry International Plowing Match and Rural Expo 
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Media contact:  

Doug Thompson, IPM Public Relations Committee Chair, doug.ipm@gmail.com 

 

Photo ID:  

Nelson Zandbergen, editor of Eastern Ontario AgriNews and the Chesterville Record with IPM organizer and 
Media Day Plow Coach Jeff Waldroff. 
 

Doug Thompson, IPM Public Relations Committee Chair standing at the entrance of the tent at the IPM 
grounds where Media Day was held. 

 

Visit the IPM website at: http://www.plowingmatch.org 

IPM background: the 2015 Stormont Dundas and Glengarry International Plowing Match and Rural Expo 
will take place near Finch, Ontario, September 22 - 26.  One of the largest outdoor agricultural shows in 
North America, the event offers an opportunity to promote local business, industry, culture and tourism 
in the region. With attendance expectations of 70,000 to 100,000, the economic impact of the IPM is 
estimated at $20M from visitors and event participants and will require the support of 1500 volunteers. 

 

 


